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In this work we derive the usual limit laws (weak and strong convergence, central limit theorem, 
invariance principle) for stochastic approximation wi!:l stationary noise. The idea is to introduce 
an artificial sequence, related to the SA scheme, but which clearly obeys the desired limit law. 
This sequence is subtracted from the SA scheme and the remainder, which behaves more or less 
deterministically, is shown to vanish usirkg simple limit arguments. 
0. Introduction 
In an earlier work of the author [this issue, pp. 139-156) the usual limit laws 
for the Kiefer-Wolofowitz (KW) stochA?stic approximation (SA) schleme, central 
limit theorem (CLT), invariance principle (IP) and law of the iterated logarithm 
were obtained by first showing consistency by usual arguments and then introducing 
an artificial sequence, related to :he SA scheme, but which clearly obeys the limit 
law. This sequence is subtracted from the SA scheme and the remainder is shown 
to be asymptotically negligible by a simple deterministic argument. The point to 
be shown now is that this idea of subtracting out the part that obeys the Iislit law 
can in fact be used to show convergence. Indeed the error term is shown to approach 
zero by essentially deterministic arguments and this enables §A with deyenclent 
noise to be treated. 
We begin by specifying the noise model to be considered. It will be recalled that 
in classical SA the variarrce of the observation error is allowed to depend on the 
value of the SA scheme. Here we assume the variance is independent of this level. 
This much stronger assumption is used since the author has had difficulty in 
specifying a slritable model that would allow the statement of Utidy’ results. There 
are two further aspects of the noise model. Firstly for as. convergence results the 
noise can be a certain type of nonstationary process. For second order results 
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however the noise is taken to be ai certain type of stationary process. This allows 
‘clean’ formulae to be giver: for the asymptotic variance of the normalized SA 
scheme. 
1. Preliminaries 
Consider the KW scheme. The aim here is to find the unique maximum at x = 8 
of M(x). There is a noisy observation Y(x) with 
E( Y(x)) = M(x). 
Generate a sequence of approximations by 
X n+l =xn --a,c,‘(YnKl -GJ- KKI +&I)) 
qwhere a,, cn are selquences of positive numbers with at least, CT a, = 00, cn + 
0, an/c’, + 0. The conditional distribution of Yn (Xn f c,) given X1 = x1, . . . , Xn = xn 
is the same as the distribution of Y(X, f c,). Rewrite the scheme as 
X n+l =Xn --anc~‘Me -ancilZn (W 
where 
Mn = M(Xn-c,)-M(Xn +c,) 
and Zn =.2(X, -c,)-2(X, +c,) with Z(X)= Y(X)- M(X). The noise Zn is taken 
to be a dependent sequence (its properties are specified in various theorems below). 
As in earlier work [18] we are led to investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the 
sequence Un defined by 
u n+l= Un-QnCX~Un-anC~lZn, UO=O a.s. (1.2) 
(if M( 0) is differentiable cyl = -2M”(B). Otherwise cyl is defined in condition (B2)* 
below). 
In Section 3 we study the limit behaviour of Un including conditions that ensure 
its a.s convergence to zero. The limit behaviour of Xn is deduced from that of Un 
by dk.al\ng with the difference Dn = Xn - Un - 8 which obeys 
R n+l= (l-~!la,)D, -a,&$ (1.3) 
where Ll;n =S(Xa -cn, @)-6(X, +cn, 0) with 
M(x) = cyo - (t&$)(x - @)*+S(x, 0). 
The interesting point here is that it is possible to deduce the consistency of Xn 
rom t f U,, by essentially deterministic arguments; t is explains why dependent 
noise can be handled. 
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The IP follows practically as in [I81 via summation by parts, from an EP Ior 
n .- 
Wn = C Ja,w,Z, 
where 
The remainder OF the paper is structured as follows. Assumptions are presented 
in Section 2. The stochastic difference equation results are presented in Section 3. 
Section 4 is devoted to the SA theorems. The relation of the present work with 
other recent developments is reviewed in Section 5. Proofs are given in Section 6 
(stochastic difference equation) and Section 7 (SA). Space prevents a joint discussion 
of the Robbins-Monro (RM) and KW schemes. Only the KW scheme is discussed, 
the details of the RM scheme are very similar and are given in [19]. 
2. Corrditions 
The first set of conditions is of particular relevance to the limit theory for the 
stochastic difference equation (1.2) 
(-4) C;” an =a 
(this ensures the filtering operation in (1.2) is nondegenerate) and 
c,,+O and anci2 +O. 
The following further conditions will be of interest, some being motivated by 
similar conditions in [ 181: 
(A’) As for (A) plus x: af$c2 <XL 
(B) Zn is a stationary process. Let pfl be the increasing o-algebras generated by, 
Zn and consider 
so that 
NQW stationarity ensures US to write aj z JE( ui,n--j I SO put Un,n-j = a#n,n-j with 
E((i,n-j) = 1. Assume now (as in [7]) that 
This assumption implies immediately a Doob-like maximal inequality for Zn that 
allows strong convergence to be established for partial sums as well as tightness 
for the IP (see later). 
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*B’) As for (B) together with: Z,* is mixing [15, p. 1101, that is, for any &, 
measurable: vents A, B, 
lim P(A n T-“B) = P(A)P(B) = 0. 
n-e0 
This asympltotic ndependence assumption will allow establishment of a CLT and II?. 
lim a,‘(cz+&*a,a,:l- 1) = A <2~ 
(C) 
lim c,c,il =l=lima,a,ti. 
The following conditions are for the KW scheme (cf. [ 161); notice that (Bl’) 
differs slightly from (Bl) of [NJ. 
(BI’) M is a Borel-measurable function with a unique maximum at x = 8 and 
vt()ct+q 
I, Ijnf,,,m lx - mw x-E)-M(x+E)}E-l>O. s 
OCECffj 
Also, V x and some positive constants Di, D2, IM(x + 1) --M(x)1 <Di +Dzlxl. 
(B2)* V x M(x) = cyO - (a1/4)(x-8)*+8(x, 0) where a+O, 
S(X, B)=o(Jx-#) asx-6+0. 
(B3) For some co > 0, &, K2 and V c with 0 < c s co 
&(x - e)* c (x - 6){M(x -c) -M(x + c)}c_’ 5s K*(.X - e)*. 
(B4) V~>OElE(+VcwithO~c~E(~)andVxwithIx-el<c, 
Iax -c, 0) - 6(x + c, e)lc-’ s qlx - 81. 
3. Limit theory for a stochastic difference equation driven by stationary noise 
To prove a CLT and IP for the SA scheme it will be necessary to know that 
Un +O in mean square as well as to have a CLT and IP for Un. To prove as. 
convergence of the SA scheme it will only be necessary to know that U,, + 0 a.s. 
and CF a,JJt ~00 a.s. 
eorem 3.1. U,rd’er (A), (B), (C), E( U”, ) + 0 and lim c$!Z( UE)/a,, < 00. 
Theorem 3.2. Under (A’), ( ), (C), Un + 0 as. and CT a,& < 00. 
3.3. Under (A), (B’), (C), 
(3.1) 
where ~~~ = Co maiand#=2al-h. 
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- In connection with an IB for Q, = c,,L’J&, the following considerations enter. 
Denote 
k,(t)=sup{m: T,,+~ -7, c t}, TV =i ak. 
Multiply (1.2) by c,+&a,,+l and reorganize it to obtain 
dQn+l= - &,a, drn + d W, 
where drU = rn --rnwl = a, and d W, = W, - cV,_, while 
(3.2) 
with 
1 
Wn = cn+d J wG+h 
so that by condition (C), K, + K =2cul -A (cf. [US]). On L;b[O, 11, the space of all 
right continuous functions on [0, 1] with left-hand limits, take W(t) to be the 
Wiener measure of variance o2 = Cr cyfi 
Define Q(t) to be the continuous Gaussian process on D[O, l] with 
E(Q(t))=O, Ostsl, 
E(Q(t)Q(s)) = g2 e-K(r-s)‘2, 0 S s < t S 1, 
(cf. [i8]). 
(3.3) 
Theorem 3.4. Under (A), (B’), (C), Wn+k,(t,- Wn + W(t). 
Remark 3.4’. ‘It is also proved that under (A), (B’), (C) 
(Qn, Wn+k,(rl-. wrt ) * 02, W(t)) 
and Q, W(t) are independently distributed V t. 
Theorem 3.5. Under (A), (B’), (C), Q,l+b,,(r! -*Lz Q(t). 
y stati oise 
heore .I. FOP KW under (B2)*, (B3), (B4) and (A), (B), (C), Xn +8 m.s. 
core . If conditions (A), (R), (C) hold, then for KW under $2)*, ( 
e,lJa, : Q -N(O, c*/.K), 
(ii) &+k_~! + Q(t) of Theorem 3.5. 
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Theorem 4.3. For KW under @I’), X,t - 8 + 0 U.S. if 
Un + 0 a.s., (4.1) 
ii u an 2, <co a.s. (4.2) 
Theorem 4.3’. For KW under (Bl’), and conditions (A’), (B’), (C), then 
Xn -8+0 a.s. 
5, Extensions and relition to other recent work 
The convergence (and CLT, IP) theorems can be extended to vector SA with an 
appropriate vector version of condition (Bl’). The scalar cyr becomes a matrix B. 
We will deal then with a vector sequence Un given by 
u n+l= U,, -a,BU’,, +a,&&,, Up0 a.s. (5.1) 
Following the brief discussion at the end of [ 181 we will conclude Un -1: 0 under 
(A) (B), (C) if B has all its eigenvalues in the left half plane. To conclude V, +O .V 
a.s. from, say, Ey ascilZs < 00 we will need a vector Kronecker lemma. Such a 
lemma is established in [19]. The SA result Xn + 8 a.s. can be deduced by an 
argument similar to that in Theorem 4.3 (for details, see [19]). 
It is appropriate here to mention the recent work of Kushner [9, 10, 111 and; 
Ljung [12, 131 who have emphasized the relation between SA and differential 
equations and have also treated dependent noise. However, the part of their work 
mcst comparable to the present work deals mostly with a version of the KW-SA 
more restrictive than the classical one used here. However, Kushner and Clark do 
consider mod&s less restr?tive in other ways [8, p. 631. 
With reference to expression (1 .l), strengthen condition (Bl’) to make M(x) 
differentiable and suppose further M’(x) obeys a Lipschitz condition, then 
Ip(M(x - c)i -M(x + c)) -*M’(x)l ~&c 
for some constant &. Now (1.1) becomes 
where 
f(x) =M’iX), PII =c,‘Mn -M’(X”) SO l@nl QK3a:nm 
(5.2) 
A vector version of (5.2) is the scheme considered by Kushner [9] and Ljung [13]. 
Now denote = [d.f/dx’lx = *. W e can understand how to relate (5.2) to a differential 
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equation as foilows. Subtract (5.1) from (5.2) to obtain 
Jtn+1= xl+1 - u"+l 
= I& - a,f & I+ a, (Pn + u,* ) (5.3) 
and 
so that a Lipschitz condition on f ensures 
ll~:ll~ <ll~ll+&>llu2ll, 
so 
IIU,* II + 0 if II 
Now the smoothness of the sample paths of Uz, & allows (5.3) to be treated 
more or less deterministically (i.e., realization-wise - as has been done in 
Theorem 4.3). Thus introducing again the shrinking time scale r,, - cy & we can 
write (5.3) as 
d$,,+l = -f @-,,) 67, + (I% + U: 1 drn 
where 
dr” = rn --T~-~ etc. 
It seems reasonable then to expect the convergence behaviour of X,, to be related 
to the asymptotic stability properties of the differential equation 
d&)/d7 = -f&r)), 
when perturbed by decaying forcing functions P(T), U*(r) + 0. Kushner and Ljung 
give theorems building on this notion (such theorems usually require the SA scheme 
to be monitored). A convergence theorem similar to those given by Kushner and 
Ljung is presented in [19]. Because of the non-classical assumptions and the 
techniques of proof, the methods of Kushner and Clark [S] and Ljung are not 
included in the present work. 
leorems on stochastic erence equations 
Before giving the proofs we recall the final value theyrem (FVT) given by the 
author [ 181. 
Let a,, be a sequence of positive constants with a, + 0 and 
c ‘p a, =~.LetcrlXland 
5 ,,+I = (1 -ma, +&X~ -+b,. 
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Then, provided fitI < 00, lim &/a, = 0, 
lim & = LY i1 lim b,/a,,. 
I1 -+M n-roe 
If in nddikon u,, is a rzondecreasing sequence of positive constants with 
then 
A = lim(v,,+1- zfn)/(anvn)<% 
lim Y,,& = (tx 1 -A)-’ lim vn+lbn,la,,. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Summing (1.2) gives 
(6.1) 
where ps,sl = cov(Z,, 2,). Now suppose Zr obeys the following property (P): 
(P) 
The largest eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of any fixed number 
of successive values of Zn is bounded by a fixed constant 1M. 
Then var(U&Mrz ~~afc,2~~ -Mui where &+I = vE(l -ala,,)2+a~c,2~ The 
FVT yields 
lim v2, = lim a,‘af$,2 = 0, lim &i/a, = (2al -A)-1 Coo, 
Clearly (P) holds if 2, is an orthogonal sequence and supn E(2: ) < 00. Actually if 
2, is stationary with spectrum bounded by M, then (P) holds since then 
*- = 
P S.S , = E(ZsZst) = 
J 
f( 1 0 eiw(‘-“) do 
-?T 
and 
7T 
J I 
2 
var(U,) = 2in T,, C/1,&~’ eiws f(o)dw 
--7e 1 
and this provides about the mlinimal concrete example of property (P). If ( 
(B’) hoid, then f’(o) = lzr a 1 ei’“12 s (1: ai)’ < 00. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. From Un = rr,, 1; $a,~,‘2 we can conclude, via 
Kronecker’s lemma, Un -) 0 as. if 
w 
C a,c~‘Z, < 00 a.s. 
1 
This will hold if cy a&*Zs is a Catchy-sequence, i.e., for an arbitrary E > 0 
n+k 
lim P C > E for some k 2 1 = 0, 
n-+W n I I 
i.s 
n+k 
lim lim P C a&Z, 
n+W m+W n I 
3~ forso,mek, lGk<rn =O. 
I 
Such an assumption is made by Kushner and Clark [8, p. 291. The author prefers 
to specify concrete conditions on the a,, cs, Zs sequences. If the 2, obey a Doob- 
maximal inequality, then 
n+k 
P C ascSIZs 
I 
SE forsomeksm G 
n I 
n+m 
SL 1 aScJ2/E2 where L is a constant. 
n 
Hannan [6] shows that the maximal inequality holds if Zn obeys (B). Then condition 
(A’) ensures the result. This appears to provide for the minimal concrete example. 
Finally CT a,ZYz < 00 a.s. if cy a,E( U”,) < 00 (see [14, p. 801). NOW, according 
to the proof of Theorem 3.1, if (Bj (or (P)) holds, 
<M lim (cZ,vZ/a,) f a,,ci2 <a. 
Remark. (1) Clearly the conclusions of Theorem 3.2 hold if (A’), (P), (C) hold 
and Zn obeys a Doob-mJxima1 inequality. 
(2) If 2, is a stationary sequence with bounded spectrum, Hannan [6] showed 
that Zn obeys P Menchov maximal inequality with L replaced by L log2 M. Then, 
via the method of subsequences [20], Cy a,cb’Zs < 00 a.s. if (A”) holds. 
(A”) As for (A) plus CT afcc2 log2 s COO. 
This result is also true if Zn obeys CP) (see [ZO]). Thus the conclusions of Theorem 
3.2 hold under (A”), (P), (C). 
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(3) By assuming the existence of higher moments Ljung 1131 has given other 
conditions under which Un + 0 a.s. 
Roof of Theorem 3.3. Summing (1.2) yields, neglecting initial conditions 
where 
P” -ii (1 -~&z,), 
)“Nn =‘dPN+ 1 P,f 1 \‘a, w,,, d(N) = P;;:l:. 
Notice 
p,2 -p-2 n-l = P,2K,a,(l+o,(l)) (6.4) 
(6.3 
so that, recalling w, + 1, K, + K, we see 
The result will follow from [7] (see also [5] where regularity is imposed rather 
than mixing) if we show 
(i) d’(N) + 00, 
(ii) limN_,rn maxI sns/vb’ivnI/d(N) = 0. 
(In [5] condition (ii) is incorrectly stated and should be the one given here (cf. [7]): 
N-n 
(iii) lim,v+dc C 1 yNmyNn+m/d2(N) = 1, m @.I 
ad(i): We require PI;’ + 00 o.c PN + 0 which follows from the theory of infinite 
products [3] if 1: &a,, = 00; since Kn + K this follows from (A). 
ad(G): We have to investigate maxls.nslv PNP,’ 4;;. 
Let _!& be the sequence such that 
If [h&} is bounded, (ii) follows since PN + 0. If MN + 00, then since PN is a da-easing 
se Juence 
ad(iii): It follows immediately from condition (C) and (6.4) that (iii) holds. 
. The proof is omitted (for details, see [19]). The proof is 
the following considerations: 
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now wn + 1 so 1 can replace it. Consider the processes obtained by truncating this 
infinite sum, namely 
wf;; = i q az m,n-j, lQ&OO, 
0 1 
and define 
Theorem 3.4 follows from [l, Theorem 4.21 if we show: 
(a) Wk(t, + W”(t), V u as N +m, where W”(t) is the Brownian motion on 
D[O, l] with 02, = 1: ari. 
(b) W”(t) + W(t) as u +m. This follows already from (a) since & = c,” aj + 
~,“cY/<oo. 
(c) lim,,, limhb+oo P(sup~~~~~ IW”,(t)- w,(t)la&)-+Oh. 
Verification of (c) is straightforward while the proof of (a) is based on the triangular 
array IP of Scott [6] and follows a technique used in [7]. 
Proof of Remark 3.4’. This follows by an argument similar to that used in [ 181 to 
prove the remark after [18, Corollary 3.3’1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Once Theorem 3.4 is established, this theorem follows by 
exactly the same argument used in [18] to derive [ 18, Theorem 3.41 from [18, 
The orem 3.31. 
7. Proofs of limit theorems for stochastic approximation 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Reczlll the basic expression (1.1) and subtract (1.2) from it 
to obtain (cf. (1.3)) 
D n+l = xl+1 -e-ul+l 
= D,, -a,c,‘lLr”,, +cula,LJ... (7.1) 
squaring yields 
&+I = CD, -a,c~‘~fJ2-+-a~a~U~ +2ala,,Un(Dn -a,dM,) 
S(D n - a,c~‘Mn)2 + &aiLJf, 3 E -la:a,Uf, +&a,(D,, -w3U 
with E to be chosen. Now’apply (B3) to find 
D’,+l ~D2,(1-E:la,,)(1+Ea,)+K2a’,(X,-6)2(1t.ea,,) 
-l-&a2,U.~ -i-&x fa,,Ui. 
Now 
(Xn-tI)2=(D, t ;/,)2d2D;+2U:, l+Ea,~2. 
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so 
of+1 sDz(l -(K1-&)a,+4K*a~)+2~-‘cy:a,U~. (7.2) 
Choose E = lK1 and take expectations to see 
E(Di+&s E(Dc)(l -&la, +4K2a2,)+2&-‘a:a,E(U~) (7.3) 
and it foflows by the FVT that 
lim E(Dt,,) = ($K1)-‘2~-‘a? lim E(Ui) 
= 0 by Theorem 3.1. 
Thus E(X,,-8)*~2E(D;)+2E(U:)-,O. 
Remark, It is clear from the 
E(&) + 0. In other words 
E(&)-•O. 
proof that (A), (B), (C) are required only to ensure 
under the first three conditions E(X, - 8)* + 0 if 
Proof of ‘Theorem 4.2. Now, by Theorem 4.1, (A), (B), (C) ensure 
lim ciE( LJt )/an < 00. 
Thus from (7.33, it follows, by the FVT that 
lim ciE(DfJ/a, = const. lim E( ZY~)c~/a, < 00; 
thus 
lim c:E(X, - 0)*/a, < 00. (7.4) 
l.Uow (i> will follow from Theorem 3.3 if we show 
lim ElD,, Ic,/& = 0. (7.5) 
However, given (7.4), this follows from (B3) exactly as in [18, proof of Theorem 4.31. 
Again, given (7.44), (ii) follows from (7.5) by the same iargument as in [18, proof 
of Theorem 4.31. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3’. This follows from Theorem 4.3 since (Theorem 4.2) 
(A’), (B’), (C) imply the validity of (4.1) and (4.2). Following the remarks after 
the proof of Theorem 3.2 it follows that Theorem 4.3’ holds if (a) (A’), (P), (C) 
hold and Zn obeys a Doob-maximal inequality, or (b) (A”), (P), (C) hold. 
roof of core’ .3. We argue realization-wise. Given 0 <p < 1, 3 n;(o) 3 
Vn >?y~kf~) 
lu-i(~)l~=P since Un + 0 as. 
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Also 
so take no(w) = max{No, n&(o)} and let y1> no(o). 
If IX&) - O( c 2p, then lD&)l< 3p so that, by (Bl’), 
Ic~‘M, I < Ap + B for some constants A, B. 
Thus, from the basic expression (7.1), 
a(p) = alp +Ap +B. 
If Ix,(o)--4+2p rewrite (7.1) as 
D,+lo)~Dn(~)(l-ancnlMn(w)/(X,(w)-~;) 
+ a,U,b)(w - c,‘M,I(X, - 9)). 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
Now denote 
Y(P) = 
{M(x-E)-M(x+E)}E-’ 
inf - 
2p~lx--f3)too 
OC&<P 
(x-3) l 
This is positive by (Bl’). 
We find, when squaring (7.7) and using (Bl) (which implies ~c~*M,Jw)/ 
(X,&J) - @I s c(p) for some continuous function c( a >j, that 
Di+I (0) s D&4(1 - y(p)ad2+ a&i (4(2& + 2c2(d) 
+2a,I~~~(w)llD,(o)l(1-~(p)a,)(al+c(p)) 
~D~(w)(l-~y(p)a,)+a~U~(o)(2a: +2c2(p)) 
+ a& (d(w + c(~))~(iy(p))-‘. 
However, in the present rasc, vv *=re must have ID&)) >p so that 
for some continuous function D(p). 
Now, squaring (7.6) and combining it with (7.8), gives 
(7.8) 
Finally, since C’p a, = 00, a, -+ 0, Cy a,& < 00 a.s. and since p is arbitrary we 
coilclude 0, (0) + 0 by [4, L,emma 21. 
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